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Testing Juice Samples

- Testing
  - Understanding juice chemistry
  - Using data to make great wine
  - Seeing trends to help in the future
- Other Options
  - Commercial labs
    - Cost $60-$120 per juice panel
    - Turnaround time
    - No NC Industry data collected
Why OenoFoss

- Cost
  - Cost of machine
  - Cost for this grant
  - Cost to wineries outside this grant
- Benefits
  - Accuracy
  - Turnaround time
  - Collecting data for North Carolina
OenoFoss Demo
What you will receive

- Total Acid
- pH
- Brix
- Tartaric Acid
- YAN – Yeast Assimilable Nitrogen
Questions?

Chuck Johnson – Windsor Run Cellars
Winery 336-468-9274 or Cell 336-970-3431
Chuck@windsorrun.com